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Laurel Bakery Mystery Object 
 

Text: David Gibbs 
 

Clearly, this object is associated with The Laurel Bakery, the last in the village. It 

closed in the early 1960s. The baker was Oswald Batstone. This artefact is something 

of a mystery as only photographs appear to exist, and we know nothing about size or the 

material from which it was made although it appears to be of thin metal. But what is it? 

Two holes in opposite corners suggest it might have been attached to something that 

was curved. Could it have been a sign? Another suggestion is that it might have been a 

stencil, possibly for marking flour sacks and used by the flour merchants who supplied 

the bakery. What do you think it is? 
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Update March 2013 

 

Mary Paull found the answer, in a Church Magazine article written, it is believed, by 

John Hastings and published in the 1970s. 
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A personal addendum: 

 

It’s good to be able to record an image of a simple everyday object linking two 

prominent village commercial enterprises of the mid-1900s. At the time the above 

article was written, I was not a granddad or indeed an ‘old folk’ but I well remember the 

bakery. Indeed, for a while I worked for Mr Batstone, helping out with the delivery by 

van during school holidays and delivering bread to certain customers by carrier bike 

throughout the year on Saturday mornings. And I can recall the cooking of Sunday 

roasts, at 4d (old pence) a time. I’ve added a few notes regarding my memories of the 

bakery to the items about St Katherine’s Lodge (the current name for the property) in 

an article filed in the The Village section of this archive. Below is a photograph of the 

The Laurels as it then was, showing the laurel hedge that gave the property its original 

name. It is believed the lady at the gate is Mrs Batstone, wife of the baker. 
 
 

 


